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Abstract1

DDoS attacks are highly distributed, well coordinated,
offensive assaults on services, hosts, and infrastructure of
the Internet. Effective defensive countermeasures to DDoS
attack will require equally sophisticated, well coordinated,
monitoring, analysis, and response. The Cossack project is
developing an architecture to explore such coordination
using multicast, annotated topology information, and novel
blind detection techniques.

1. Introduction

As the Internet grows in size and complexity, its increased
visibility and its diversity seem to attract a variety of highly
damaging attacks. Of these, the distributed denial-of-service
(DDoS) attacks are proving to be the most pernicious. A
DDoS attack can be characterized as a simultaneous network
attack on a victim from large numbers of hosts well distrib-
uted throughout the network. The attack overwhelms the vic-
tim using large aggregated firepower and renders the target
inoperative, sometimes for several days. These attacks can
cause significant monetary losses for businesses, but also
represent a technique for stifling or expressing political dis-
sent. If recent DDoS attacks are a good predictor of the
future, we expect these types of attack to increase both in fre-
quency, sophistication, and sheer size.

Recent DDoS attacks have revealed a disturbing pattern.
These attacks are increasing in scale. Increasingly, attacks
are being carried out by sophisticated, highly automated,
tools that search out hosts in the Internet, vulnerable to
known intrusion techniques, and install software which pro-
vides remote access and control to the attackers. This auto-
mated searching of hosts can go on for weeks or months until
a large arsenal of compromised hosts has been amassed. As
these tools continue to mature, they are increasingly building

a hierarchical command and control infrastructure—one th
includes complex cryptographic techniques to thwart dete
tion and dismantling—to manage the scalability issu
involved in controlling a network of 1000s to 10000s o
hosts. This efficient use of deep hierarchical command a
control makes these systems easy to operate and hard fo
victim to identify resources and launch effective counte
measures to eliminate the attack.

How are these attacks currently dealt with? For the mo
part, they still require a high degree of manual interventio
Individuals, highly trained in both network operations an
security, pour over audit data and form convincing hypoth
ses consistent with the audit trails. They then contact oth
ISPs in the Internet to confirm suspicious traffic patterns a
coordinate a collective response to the attack. Attempts
being made to develop tools to automate the analysis of au
data using Intrusion Detection Systems (IDS) that perfor
high-speed pattern matching against a database of kno
attack signatures. Studies of the effectiveness of IDS syste
have so far shown that they are incapable of reasona
detecting previous unknown attacks. They only perform we
when presented with attacks which are represented in th
signature databases.

Ongoing research efforts have, to a perhaps unheal
degree, been focused on traceback techniques for attribut
Many believe that if one could trace back to the origin of th
attack, it will be possible to effectively counter the attack b
automated means. It is unclear whether it is useful to expe
vast amounts of resources to traceback and identify indiv
ual soldiers of the attack when the generals at the top of
hierarchical command and control continue to operate unn
ticed and uninhibited.

Is the future really this bleak? We don't believe so.
mindset change, one that focuses less on attribution of att
origins, and more on automated mitigation of such attac
can lead to important breakthroughs in building DDo1.This work is supported by DARPA Grant No. N66001-01-1-8939
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defenses. Two innovative technologies exemplify this mind-
set:

• A departure from signature-based attack detection, blind
attack detection can enable defense even against a hereto-
fore unknown form of attack. Such detection mechanisms
can have a high rate of false positives, and must therefore
necessarily be augmented with distributed coordination
techniques that can significantly improve accuracy. Anal-
ogies from signal processing offer insight into the explo-
ration of localization techniques that will determine the
directions of an attack from the correlation of data from
multiple sensors placed throughout the network. These
localization techniques will not be able to determine the
identity of individual attacking hosts, but provide aggre-
gate information necessary to install effective filters at
key router locations in the network. We have developed
similar distributed coordination mechanisms for network
fault isolation in the context of the SCAN project at ISI.

• A second key capability is the availability of annotated
network topology databases. Ongoing research to scal-
ably map the topology of large networks could be aug-
mented to identify vulnerable hosts and targets and
selectively protect these assets. These databases can be
used dynamically by the coordination mechanisms to
determine if a target is susceptible to an attack, and to rap-
idly install system defenses.

Our proposed Cossack system leverages these innovative
technologies to develop an automated system for DDoS
attack mitigation. Our system requires no manual interven-
tion, will be attack signature independent, and will be largely
complementary to ongoing research in traceback. In fact, one
might argue that traceback will largely be obviated by Cos-
sack if we have a way of suppressing these attacks. Trace-
back will still be necessary for detecting compromised hosts,
but will not be the primary defense mechanism.

Cossack works as follows. Each large organization in the
network will run watchdogsoftware at its network egress.
These watchdogs perform a number of important functions
and coordinate their activities using a peer-to-peer multicast
communications mechanism being developed in the context
of the Yoid [25] project at ISI. Watchdogs are responsible for
scanning the topology of their local surroundings and identi-
fying potentially vulnerable hosts. In addition, watchdogs
contain traditional IDS systems and necessary response
agents. Augmenting the IDS systems are blind detection
techniques which correlate information from other closely
proximate watchdogs. Our coordinated system of watchdogs
will focus on automating the detection and response of
DDoS attacks, including blind detection techniques, and

ensuring that watchdogs will not be incapacitated by t
totality of the attack. Since most of the watchdogs will, i
general, be far away from the target they can focus subst
tial resources in the timely analysis of network activity.

The high profile nature of the DDoS attacks in the Intern
has spurred a flurry of interesting related work to our pr
posed research approach. Work is ongoing to extend curr
IDS systems to be more effective against DDoS attacks.
Common Intrusion Detection Framework (CIDF) is bein
developed to more easily combine the analysis of differe
IDS systems and provide a common format for sharing in
distributed platform. As we have mentioned, traceback alg
rithms continue to be a popular topic. Of most relevance
our work is IDIP. The IDIP work correctly identifies the nee
to have a robust distributed system of detectors and respo
agents. Unfortunately, it's underlying multicast like back
plane does not provide the robust and scalability that
addressed in the peer-to-peer Yoid research. Also, ID
focuses on traceback methods rather than the building a
maintenance of topology knowledge bases as aids in the
tributed correlation and detection process.

2. DDoS Background

Network security is rapidly becoming a vital issue in th
Internet. Statistics collected by CERT [1] show that securi
incidents have been increasing at an alarming rate. In the p
three years, for example, security incidents have been d
bling each year. In 1988, when CERT was established, th
were 6 security incidents reported; that number in 20
stands at about 22,000. While there are several contribut
reasons including social reasons and mis-configuratio
many security breaches occur due to security holes in n
software. For example, a report issued by the governm
last year listed over 1000 software vulnerabilities discover
during that year alone [6]. This is important, because so
ware vulnerabilities allow systematic compromise of a larg
number of hosts.

One of most recent types of network attacks is the Distri
uted Denial of Service (DDoS) attack. DDoS exploits firs
gained the attention of computer security professiona
around Fall 1999. In February 2000 came the first high
publicized DDoS attack, which crippled several promine
web sites including Yahoo, Amazon, CNN and eBay. DDo
attacks have proliferated over the past year [2] and indic
tions are that more are in the works. Several governme
security agencies have identified the seriousness of the pr
lem and have issued advisories [3] and tools to detect co
promised systems [4]. At least five of the advisories issued
the year 2000 were specific to DDoS attacks [5]; no su
advisories were issued in 1999.
2
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2.1 Anatomy of a DDoS Attack

Staging a typical DDoS attack requires several steps.
First, an attacker breaks into many machines, perhaps using
some of the publicized software vulnerabilities. For each
compromised machine, the attacker installs the attack tool,
and then moves on to the next victim. The latest cracking
tools automate the entire process to the degree where the
attacker can literally sit back and watch the arsenal of com-
promised machines grow to hundreds or thousands. Once the
attacker has hijacked enough machines, the attacker config-
ures them in a hierarchical structure, as shown in Figure 1.

At the bottom level of the hierarchy are the “zombies”,
which are the actual machines carrying out the attack. Zom-
bies lie dormant, passively listening for instructions that
identify the target and the type of attack to be invoked. Many
attack tools support several types of attack. At the intermedi-
ate level are the “clients”, each one responsible for feeding
instructions to a subset of the zombies. And finally, at the
highest level is the attacker’s console. This configuration
allows the attacker to trigger a large scale attack by simply
sending messages to a few clients. Depending on the number
of zombies and the network capacity at the target, the results
can be devastating.

2.2 What Makes DDoS Attacks Possible?

The rapid expansion of the Internet and the proliferation
of low-cost PCs are two important factors that have made
DDoS feasible. In addition, the following recent trends have
contributed to the rise in DDoS attacks:

• The increase in the number of new software and the (inev-
itable) security vulnerabilities that accompany them,
present many opportunities to hijack computers.

• The number of computers with broadband connections
(xDSL, cable modems) has been rapidly increasing. Not
only do these computers pose a danger (if hijacked) due

to their high-speed connections, but their “always on”
nature makes them far more susceptible to compromis

• The lack of automated security update of software vulne
abilities means that the user is responsible for carrying
out this task manually. Since many users either lack the
time, knowledge or motivation to do so, many systems
remain running software with known insecurities.

• The availability of attack tools (along with instructions on
how to use them) on several web sites (many outside t
US), drastically expands the number of potential attack
ers, who no longer need to understand the operation of t
tools in order to use them. Termed “script kiddies”, this i
a new breed of attacker, one who can use attack tools
without understanding them.

Most DoS attacks hide the true origin of the attacker b
using spoofed source addresses. DDoS attacks are par
larly attractive because their nature makes attribution ev
harder. Unlike traditional single-source attacks, DDo
attacks are virtually impossible to trace due to the numero
attack paths and the multiple levels of indirection. Moreove
attack tools are constantly evolving and some already inc
porate defenses like encryption and “decoy” packets to sid
track traceback.

In summary, efforts to improve immunity to DDoS attack
by manually securing systems or by tracing back the atta
although commendable, are difficult to achieve. The lack
attribution, impossibility of securing every machine on th
Internet, and difficulty of performing intrusion detection
mean that host-based or highly localized solutions to neutr
ize DDoS attacks will not work. What is needed is a solutio
that can be deployed on the entire Internet, which can lev
age off topology knowledge and distributed algorithms fo
attack detection and coordination.

3. Cossack Architecture Overview

The Cossack architecture is shown in Figure 2. The pr
cipal element in Cossack is a watchdog, a software su
system that resides at site egress points. Each watch
monitors its own network and shares information with oth
watchdogs. Localized information can be gleamed using
variety of collection tools, such as SNMP statistics, Cisc
NetFlow, and IDS tools such as Snort. A watchdog has tw
principal functions:

• It locally detects the onset of an attack, possibly using 
existingintrusion-detectionsystem,butpossiblyusingoth
blind techniques.

Figure 1: A DDoS attack
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• Using a variety of techniques based on coordination with
other watchdogs or consulting a topology database or
both, increases its confidence in the local detection of the
attack, and takes evasive action.

Figure 2(a) shows the onset of an attack and Figure 2(b)
its suppression by Cossack watchdogs. In the described sce-
nario, attackers have, over the course of several weeks,
acquired access to several hundred or more zombies and
have launched an attack by instigating several controllers
across the network to instruct the zombies to simultaneously
launch an attack a specified target.

When this happens, zombies start simultaneously send
traffic to the target site. The watchdog near the victim notic
a preponderance of attack traffic destined towards the targ
This is a signal that an attack is in progress. The followin
sequence of events follow:

• The watchdog instructs the IDS to compile source addre
information and attack signature data (rates, type of attac
etc.)

• The watchdog multicasts an attack notification to other
watchdogs in the network indicating the attacking sourc
networks. It also advertises an attack specific multicast
group that will be used for subsequent coordination.

• Watchdogs representing the implicated source network
join the coordination multicast group.

• After receiving attack information hints, each source ne
work watchdog performs in depth analysis of particular
outgoing flows to determine if zombies exist within its
infrastructure.

• Source networks that identify zombies deploy counter-
measures to prevent a continuance of the attack. Local
responses will be dictated by a combination of local
response policy and the policy information received from
the victim side watchdog.

Future work in Cossack will fold in blind detection tech
niques and vulnerability information gleamed from auto
mated scanning and mapping tools. Armed with these mo
sophisticated methods, watchdogs will be able to ident
and respond to attacks in a more distributed fashion:

• When the watchdog detects this attack, it first checks if
the target is vulnerable to this type of attack (possibly
based on an annotated topology database which conta
system fingerprints of vulnerable sites in the Internet).

• If the target is deemed potentially vulnerable, then the
watchdog contacts other nearby watchdogs to determine
they have seen this attack at approximately the same tim

• Consensus algorithms can increase this watchdogs co
dence in its detection.

The watchdog may then take evasive action by filterin
traffic to the target, thereby eliminating the attack before
has done much damage.

Figure 2: Cossack architecture

(a)

(b)
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4. Current Approach

4.1 Source Spoofing

At this stage of our research, we do not address the issue
of source spoofing. We believe that there are sufficient tech-
nical remedies to address the problem. Edge networks can
employ egress filtering at their borders, and ISPs can deploy
ingress filtering for their customers. Other work addresses
the dissemination of network source address information at
the BGP routing level [24].

These solutions do not address the issue of host address
spoofing within the address space of a given edge network.
In our DDoS approach, we are interested in determining the
responsible networks that source a particular attack and are
less concerned with identifying individual attacking hosts.
Coordination with the source network will help in identify-
ing and neutralizing offending hosts.

4.2 DDoS detection in the core of the network

Earlier in the project, we investigated placing monitoring
entities inside the core of the network which observed the
aggregate flows from source to destination networks. Coor-
dination between monitoring entities was used to determine
the total sum of aggregate traffic towards a given destination
network. Using this architecture, we attempted to detect
DDoS attacks by discovering excessive flow rates towards a
given destination network.

This approach has some desirable features, but in the end,
the drawbacks forced us to abandon it. Monitors in the core
of the network have the ability to observe traffic traversing
the network through many different paths using a smaller
number of distinct monitoring points. On the other hand, the
communication link bandwidths near the core of the network
are very large, which hinders the ability to perform any
appreciable traffic analysis at line rate. The thorniest prob-
lem, however, was how to set the aggregate rate thresholds
for a given destination edge network. In the core the network,
there is little to no information about the size of the links near
the edges of the network. Coarse approximations of edge
link size might be gleamed from statistical (average and
peak, etc.) rate observations, but the burstiness of network
traffic is likely to lead to highly erroneous estimates.

4.3 Edge based detection

Rather than observing traffic in the core of the network,
we decided to adopt an approach that involved observing
traffic at the egress/ingress point of individual edge net-
works. Observation of egress edge network traffic is being

explored in the D-Ward project [22]. The D-Ward approac
of performing localized attack detection at the source ed
network shows reasonable promise. But without any coor
nation among instances of D-Ward agents, the detection p
cess is likely to be error prone and penalize non-atta
traffic.

For this and other reasons, we decided to explore the id
of performing the attack detection at the border routers
edge networks. This approach seems promising for a num
of reasons. First, the destination network has the most inf
mation about the size of the link entering the network an
what are reasonable traffic rates based on fixed or histor
knowledge. Second, the signal to noise ratio of the DDo
traffic is highest at the destination edge network where all
the traffic has now been aggregated. Third, the destinat
network can make a more reasonable decision on respon
to ongoing attacks by factoring in local policy information

Once an attack on an edge network has been detected
next step is to coordinate with other portions of the netwo
to fully determine what type of attack is underway and ho
to take an appropriate response. A technique that has b
explored by the research community involves the idea of p
forming pushback [21], or following the attack back from th
victim’s network into the victims providers with the goal o
blocking the traffic further upstream of the victim to alleviat
the congestion at edge network’s link(s). This model h
technical merit but suffers from the lack of a reasonable ec
nomic incentives for deployment by providers. Provide
must perform extra work to trace and block attack flows tr
versing their infrastructure. In addition, some provide
make money off of attacks, since their customers pay bas
on traffic volume, rather than a fixed price for a given lin
capacity. Customers are generally unwilling to pay extra
their provider to block attack traffic and the provider sees
incentive to offer the service for free.

4.4 Design Assumptions

A premise of our design is that all or most edge networ
have incentives to manage their networks in a responsi
manner. Allowing the use of their resources to attack oth
networks is costly both in terms of resources consumed a
in terms of the negative reputation that will be disseminat
to the larger network community. Other networks, wit
offered services, may refuse to service edge networks t
host DDoS attacks and show a lack of responsiveness w
attacks are reported.

Analogies exist for other network based services. F
example, edge networks known to offer open mail relays
host spamming activity are blacklisted by other edge n
5
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works. Networks check the blacklist and refuse to accept
mail from offending edge networks. Similar techniques are
used to ostracize poorly or unmanaged networks from partic-
ipating in net news distribution.

In Cossack, the victim’s edge network coordinates with
the source networks hosting an attack to provide the informa-
tion necessary to detect and respond to the attack. We view
this exchange of information as merely a hint to a source net-
work that something suspicious is emanating from their net-
work. It is then the responsibility of each edge network to
analyze their outgoing traffic and determine when something
erroneous is occurring and what response they should take.
This is consistent with the distributed management model in
the Internet today.

Source edge networks are in the best position to determine
what an acceptable policy should be for a host that is
engaged in a DDoS. For example, at the USC campus, the
network operations group will completely disconnect net-
work service for a host that is determined to be participating
in an outgoing attack. Other commercial ISPs may wish to
merely block certain services or flows from a given host until
the problem is addressed, rather than completely discontinu-
ing service.

4.5 Securing the Watchdogs

The network of watchdogs must be protected from attack
itself. There are a number of steps that can be taken to mini-
mize the vulnerabilities of the watchdogs. First, the IDSs and
corresponding watchdog software should be deployed on a
separate host that will configured with most network services
disabled. This will minimize the possibility of external attack
of the host by known implementation exploits of common
services. Second, the communications between watchdogs
should be protected. Ideally, in the large Internet setting,
watchdogs should digitally sign their messages sent to other
watchdogs in a manner that allows other watchdogs to vali-
date the authenticity of the sending watchdog. Current public
CA infrastructures that are deployed in the Internet should
suffice for this purpose. Watchdogs for a given edge network,
would use that network’s registered key pair for signing out-
going messages to other watchdogs. Watchdogs that receive
messages from other watchdogs would check that the signa-
ture matches the registered public key. In our current proto-
type of Cossack we will use a shared secret HMAC as a
placeholder for the more general public/private key pair
solution.

Another issue that must be addressed is how to protect the
communications of the watchdogs when the links in and out
of an edge network are completely saturated during a DDoS

attack. We believe this is where a multicast based commu
cations strategy can really make a difference. Rather th
contacting all of the edge networks individually, informatio
is multicasted out to all necessary recipients. The bandwid
required for this operation is minimal and a network cou
use a low bandwidth connection such as a dialup PSTN li
for such a purpose. Alternatively, edge networks could pr
arrange to provide command and control services for oth
networks either in a paid or reciprocal fashion. Attack info
mation would be relayed over a low bandwidth connectio
another edge network that was not under attack. That n
work would then to responsible for coordination with th
necessary source networks to help them pinpoint and stop
attack.

5. Watchdog Architecture

The watchdog is the main analysis, decision, and coor
nation element in the Cossack architecture. It accepts in
from one or more data sensors, analyzes the data, sh
information with other watchdogs and makes decisions
how to respond to attacks. The components of the watchd
are shown in Figure 3.

The core of the watchdog is implemented in the Java p
gramming language, which allows for portability to man
operating systems. We have experienced no performa
problems with the watchdogs, as they deal mostly with hig
level events rather than per-packet events, which are hand
by the sensors.

In the current implementation watchdogs accept inp
from one or more snort plugins (described next). Upon sta
tup, each plugin creates a TCP connection with its associa
watchdog and begins sending flow statistics. The watchd

Figure 3: Watchdog architecture
6
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may control the flow of this information by supplying filter-
ing rules to the snort plugin.

The watchdogs currently have an interface to control
Cisco routers. Through this interface, the watchdogs may set
filtering or blocking rules in response to attacks.

5.1 Snort Plugin

As mentioned earlier, Cossack watchdogs rely on existing
IDS to detect attacks. We have selected to use snort [13] for
our experiments. Snort has a number of desirable character-
istics. It is open source, it has an established user community,
and it is actively supported. In addition, there has been sig-
nificant effort to optimize snort to support traffic capture and
analysis at fairly high data rates.

The internal architecture of snort is very modular, and
easily accommodates the Cossack extensions. Packets cap-
tured by snort are guided through a series of processing
steps, one of which is filtering against a rule database con-
taining known attack patterns that are matched against the
header and payload information. Currently, the rule base is
static during a snort execution. Cossack uses the rule data-
base in two ways. First, as a fast prefilter to pass only packets
belonging to flows of interest to the Cossack. Here we use
snort to break up packets into different protocol groupings to
keep statistics on each individual grouping. This information
helps the watchdog diagnose an attack, but also allows the
Watchdog to define a more specific filter to install in a router
to stop the attack.

The second use of the snort database is to define specific
patterns that identify individual, possibly malformed packets
that attempt to exploit known flaws in software implementa-
tions. These packets are directly reported to the watchdog
without being aggregated.

The current implementation of the snort plugin is shown
in Figure 4. During normal operation, the plugin keeps
packet rate statistics for different flows grouped by address
prefix. The plugin constructs a prefix tree data structure,
which allows for quick aggregation of prefix information. To
keep the tree from growing unbounded, the plugin performs
periodic garbage collection after state expires or the tree
grows beyond a certain size. The plugin supports hundreds of
simultaneous packet flows by dynamically building an
aggregation tree based on packet rate.

In addition to the destination network prefix tree, the plu-
gin is capable of maintaining a source prefix tree. The source
tree is constructed on demand, when instructions are
received from the watchdog. The Watchdog issues such com-

mands if after monitoring packet rate reports from Snort
determines that a host may be under attack. The watchd
then asks the plugin to construct the source prefix tree
that destination. The tree is finally reported back to th
watchdog, which then contacts the Watchdogs monitori
the source network(s).

6. Understanding Attacks: Detection and
Classification

One of the goals of Cossack is rapid detection and clas
fication of attacks. To this goal, we are investigating th
existence of invariants during the first few seconds of t
attack. Currently, our efforts are focused on the ramp-
behavior and the spectral content of an attack stream.

Determining quickly whether an attack is centralized o
distributed is important in planning the defense strategy f
such attack. If an attack is centralized, then a single, we
placed filter should suffice to neutralize the attack. If th
attack is distributed, then more effort is needed to determ
the egress points of the attack and define the proper filte

In order to analyze and understand attacks better, we h
deployed a packet trace machine, which continuously ca
tures packet traces. We then, sift through the traces usin
combination of automated scripts and manual examinat
looking for attacks. We describe this process next.

6.1 Trace Infrastructure

We monitor peering links to Verio and Cogent at Los Ne
tos, a regional area network in Los Angeles. Los Nettos a

Figure 4: The Cossack snort plugin
7
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has peering relationships with Genuity and the LA-Metro-
politan Area Exchange as shown in the Figure 5. Los Nettos

has a diverse clientele including academic institutions and
corporations around the Los Angeles area. The average day
time load on the trace machine is 110Mbps at about 38,000
packets per second (pps). The average kernel packet drop
rate is below 0.04% during normal operation. During an
attack, if packet rates exceed 100,000 pps the drop rate
increases to 0.6%. We also observed 11% packet loss at the
switch used to mirror traffic to the trace machine. These
drops could result in a reduction of the observed attack inten-
sity.

Attack detection consists of continuously capturing
packet headers every two minutes using tcpdump and subse-
quent off-line analysis to determine if an attack is in
progress. The detection script flags packets as attack packets
if a large number source IP addresses talk to the same desti-
nation IP within one second; otherwise the packet headers
are deleted. Manual verification is then used to confirm the
presence of an attack. We experience a false positives rate of
25--35%; in other words, these packets have been flagged by
the detection script but do not contain an attack on manual
examination. A large number of false positive are generated
due to database updates between servers and network/port
scans that result in TCP resets targeted back to the scanner.

6.2 Ramp-up Behavior

In a distributed denial of service attack, the master trig-
gers the attack by sending commands to multiple zombies,
which in turn generate the attack traffic. Commands can
either be sentapriori, instructing the zombies to start the
attack at a particular time, or act as a trigger to start the attack
immediately. Regardless of the mechanism used, if many
zombies are involved there is always some synchronization
skew that manifests itself as a slope during the attack ramp-
up. The ramp-up behavior is due to the gradual addition of

new zombies to the attack tree resulting in an overall increa
in the aggregate attack rate seen close to the victim. T
duration of the attack ramp up is usually limited by the tim
difference between the start of the first and the last zom
participating in an attack.

We are investigating this behavior in the attacks we ca
tured in our traces. We observe various types of ramp
behavior, ranging from 200 ms to 14 seconds. Figure 6 sho

an attack, which went through a 14 second ramp up. A
attack such as this one, is most likely a distributed attack, o
where perhaps the attack streams are initiated based on l
time. Alternatively, the slow ramp-up may be the result of a
attack tool attempting to fool an IDS that is looking for shar
increase in traffic. Other attacks exhibit a much quick
ramp-up, sometimes as low as 200 ms. We believe that s
attacks were generated by a single machine.

Looking at the attack ramp-up alone is not sufficient
distinguish between centralized and distributed attacks. F
this reason, we are currently looking at the spectral char
teristics of attack streams, which we describe next.

6.3 Spectral Analysis

We use the frequency information encoded in the atta
stream to gain insight into the attack spectral signature a
identify the number of attackers. We analyze the frequen
spectrum of the attacks and observe distinct differenc
between what we believe to be centralized and distribut
attacks1.

Figure 5: Packet tracing in the Los Nettos network
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Figure 6: Attack ramp-up

1.This classification is done manually for now, by looking at head
information. We expect this to be done automatically once our alg
rithms are tuned correctly.
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For each attack, we calculate the normalized spectral dis-
tribution [20, 23]. The spectrum of attack obtained by
the discrete-time Fourier transform of the autocovariance
sequence  and is given by:

The autocovariance of an attack stream is a measure of
how similar the attack is to itself at various time lags .
When we compare the attack signal to itself and the
autocovariance is maximum and equal to the variance of the
stream. When we compare the attack stream with a
shifted version of itself. The autocovariance at lag is cal-
culated using:

where  is the expected value of the attack stream .

The normalized spectral distribution is calculated
by integrating the spectrum and normalizing it as given by
the following equations:.

The normalized spectral distribution function gives the
distribution of the amplitude at different frequencies in the
spectrum allowing us to compare the frequency spectrum of
different attacks. The attack stream , seconds
is an aggregate of the attack packets observed in 1ms. Hence
highest frequency observable in the spectrum is 1000Hz. The
Fourier transform is symmetric about 500Hz, hence we plot
only the first half of the spectrum.

In all centralized attacks, we observe the normalized
cumulative spectrum to be linear as shown in Figure 7. The
spectrum indicates that there are no frequencies that domi-
nate and the amplitude is evenly distributed over all the fre-
quencies. We found that 60% of the amplitude energy is
located above 320Hz and lacks discontinuity. We believe that
the even distribution of the amplitude across all frequencies
is due to the interaction of the attack tool with the resources
on the host machine. The attack tool generates packets con-

stantly and is limited only by the available computing powe
or connection bandwidth. The high frequencies are the res
of rapid packet generation while lower frequencies are d
sharing of resources and scheduling on the host.

Figure 8 is an example of a reflected attack spectrum.

reflected attacks, the lower frequencies dominate the sp
trum and account for most of the amplitude energy in th
normalized cumulative spectrum. In distributed attacks, 60
of the energy and discontinuity in the spectrum are locat
below 200Hz. We believe the lower frequencies are gen
ated due to the zombie cycling through a battery of reflecto
in a round-robin fashion resulting in the amplitude energ
concentrated at the lower frequencies or the use of rate l
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Figure 7: Frequency spectrum of a centralized attack

Figure 8: Frequency spectrum of a distributed attack
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iting mechanism, such as suspending packet generation for a
few milliseconds, used by some attack tools.

7. Related Work

The D-Ward system [22] monitors outgoing traffic from a
given source network and attempts to determine outgoing
attack traffic. Attack traffic is identified by comparing the
traffic patterns against models of reasonable congestion con-
trol behavior. For example, TCP traffic is monitored and
compared to an equational approximation of the TCP con-
gestion control model. TCP streams that are observed violat-
ing the behavior of the model is marked as an attack and is
subsequently throttled back by the edge network’s egress
router. The amount of throttling is proportional to the flows
deviation from it’s expected behavior. In a similar fashion,
the same approach can be applied to other transport proto-
cols as long as some measurement information is available to
take the place of the TCP ACK traffic that is observed at the
source network’s border router. The health of destination
hosts can be gleamed using ICMP echo/reply probes or other
techniques that generate the necessary 2-way traffic needed
to analysis the compliance of a given flow to reasonable con-
gestion control behavior.

Another coordination approach that has been explored is
traceback [19]. In SPIE [26], state is stored in the network for
a short period of time that enables edge networks to trace
back the origin of a given packet. A query mechanism traces
back the into the network looking for evidence of a packet
traversing particular routers. A probabilistic match algorithm
follows back a small number of possible paths until the cor-
rect path is determined.

Recent efforts on neutralizing DDoS attacks have focused
on attribution via IP traceback [7, 9, 10, 16]. The immediate
goal is to locate the hosts the attack originates. Traceback
also offers the hope of locating the attacker through the
instruments of the attack. Traceback schemes can be divided
in two categories: (a)probabilistic packet marking (PPM),
and (b)tunnellingtechniques. While PPM techniques work
well for single-source attacks, they are woefully inadequate
for large DDoS attacks. The main reason, as argued in [8], is
that there exists a trade-off between localization and marking
probability, path length and traffic volume. A similar view is
presented in [11]. Tunneling [17] techniques reduce the
number of hops for selected packet streams and thus make
traceback easier. Tunneling techniques require the ability to
dynamically set up tunnels between any access points and
thus require substantial support from the network. They also
suffer from the same limitations as PPM techniques.

Intrusion Detection Systems (IDS) and Anomaly Dete
tion Systems (ADS) act as tripwires during an attack. Cu
rent IDS [13,14,15,12] rely on fast pattern matching to dete
a signature of an attack. However, this implies that the sign
ture must be knowna priori meaning that IDS is powerless
againstnewor even slightlymutatedattacks. ADS (see [18]
and its references) monitor networks and learn what con
tutes “normal” network traffic by developing models whic
are updated over time. These models are applied against
traffic and if a mismatch occurs, the new traffic is flagged
“suspicious”. While conceptually attractive, ADS system
require substantial training, and an intruder can still defe
them by introducing attack traffic gradually. Moreover, mod
eling normal traffic has proven very difficult in practice, a
networks get large and the application mix becomes co
plex.

8. Cossack Demonstration

We demonstrated a prototype of Cossack at the DARP
Fault Tolerant Networks (FTN) PI meeting in July 2002. I
this demonstration, we a showed how the coordination in t
Cossack architecture could be harnessed to identify a
respond to a low level pulsing attack being generated by 1
zombies. Each zombie had a sending rate of 100 packets
second. It transmitted for approximately 5 seconds and th
went silent for 25 seconds, maintaining a duty cycle of abo
17%.

Given the low rate of each zombie, it would be difficult
even for a diligent operator, to detect this pulsing behavi
for a single flow originating at a particular network. At the
target site, however, after all flows have aggregated, det
tion becomes relatively easy. Once the target watchd
detects the aggregated attack, it notifies the watchdogs at
source networks, which take action.

We prototyped a pulse attack detector by analyzing t
average rate of a given flow over a series of time scales ra
ing from 5 to 30 seconds. If the ratio of the largest to smalle
average exceeded a preset threshold, the detector class
the flow as a pulsing attack. This simple technique will eve
tually be replaced by a more robust FFT analysis of the s
pect flow.

The watchdogs looking at the outgoing traffic from th
attack machines do not initially see anything out of the ord
nary. However, the victim quickly sees the aggregation of
attack traffic and identifies the attack.

To simplify the size of the testbed required for this dem
onstration, we aggregated 98 of the attack zombies onto o
host. This allowed us to emulate the attack of 100 zomb
10
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by using just three hosts. The test bed consisted of 7 PCs run-
ning GNU/Linux and 4 Cisco routers. The network was
setup in a tree topology with a victim PC at the root, the
Cisco routers in the center and 3 attack machines at the
leaves. Every machine was on its own separate subnet and a
watchdog PC was configured to monitor each subnet.

The demonstration scenario is shown in Figure 9. Two

attack machines were configured to send low rate pulsing
attacks toward the victim. Each of these machines represents
a typical DDOS zombie and outputs a small percentage of
the total attack traffic. The third attack machine was used as
a trigger mechanism for the victim watchdog. This machine
represented the 98 out of 100 other hosts that are also send-
ing low level attack traffic. Only the victim machine and vic-
tim watchdog actually sees the trigger attack traffic. All the
watchdogs are constantly analyzing the network traffic going
in and out of their subnets.

Once the attack traffic trigger starts, the victim watchdog
looks at the high rate of traffic going towards the victim and
asks snort to builds a source address tree of packets destined
for the victim. After receiving this tree from snort the watch-
dog makes an announcement to other watchdogs multicast-
ing the networks that may have machines participating in the
attack and invites them to join a multicast group designated
for that attack.

The low level packet rate attack networks’ watchdogs
joined this group and exchanged packet rate information
with each other and with the victim watchdog. Each watch-

dog with an attack network then analyzed its outgoing traf
to find the offending machine and installed a packet filter
its network’s Cisco router to block the attack traffic from
reaching the victim. With the filters in place the victim
watchdog doesn’t see any attack traffic so it closes down
multicast communication group. Although the communic
tion channel was closed, each of the attack network watc
dogs independently continued to monitor its network traffi
for attack traffic and once that traffic stopped they logge
into their router and removed the packet filter.

9. Release

Public releases of our software is available at http
www.isi.edu/cossack/. Source is available for both th
watchdog and the Snort plugin module. The programmab
flow analysis module for Snort can be used independently
the watchdog and may be of interest to researchers and
work operators for other purposes.

10. Future Work

The weakest part of the current Cossack prototype is
source edge network attack detection methods. When
source network receives information about a potential atta
it needs to monitor all outgoing traffic towards that host
determine if any attack flows are emanating from the sour
network. Currently we have fairly crude methods to analy
outgoing flows. We have a simple detector for pulsin
attacks and full rate “blasting” attacks.

We would like to incorporate source end sensors that a
not signature specific. We are investigating techniques t
perform a spectral analysis of the outgoing flow in hopes
determining distinguishing characteristics. The D-Wa
project has developed a detector for determining whether
not TCP flows are behaving in a manner consistent w
equational models of congestion control.

We need to have better filtering methods at the victim e
to limit the number of source networks that need to contact
about an attack. For certain network servers, the number
source networks that are requesting services at any gi
time may be very large. For example, a web server may
serving 10,000 edge networks while being attacked by on
100 zombies. Once we identify the source networks at t
victim’s end, we would ideally like to filter the list down to
contain only those source networks that are involved in t
attack. In practice, it would be sufficient to be able to filte
out most of networks not involved in the attack. Since th
information sent towards a source network is only a hint, w
can accept some amount of false positive results.

Figure 9: Cossack demonstration
11
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11. Conclusions

DDoS attacks remain an elusive threat to the Internet.
Attacks are increasing both in size and frequency of occur-
rence. We believe that without coordination, networks are
going to remain ineffective at combating sophisticated
DDoS attacks.

The Cossack architecture addresses the DDoS detection
and response problems using a highly distributed architec-
ture. This architecture combines multicast communications,
traditional IDS systems, network topology, vulnerability
information, and novel blind detection techniques into a
powerful combination that should prove to be effective
against a wide variety of DDoS attacks.

Our recent demonstration of Cossack, at the previous
DARPA FTN PI meeting, showed how the concepts embod-
ied in our approach, were able to detect and block a low rate
pulsing attack emanating from many zombies. This type of
attack generally eludes strictly localized detection methods.
We have a long way to go until we have a complete solution
to the DDoS problem, but we feel that the Cossack approach
is heading in the right direction.
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